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In our country，the detectives do not appear in court to testify usually. But 
in Western developed country，the detectives appears in court to testify is 
actually particularly universal phenomenon，the detectives act as like other 
witness to accepts controls debates bilateral inquiry．They have so much 
experience about many entity facts and the procedure fact of the case，so in 
court trial's process，the detectives should appear in court to testify，regardless 
of the dispute on theorists or the judicial practice in our country．In recent years 
along with our country hearing way reform deepening，in judicial practice，it 
appear the cases which some detectives appear in court to testify，the regional 
courts have also carry on the beneficial attempt．The author believed that the 
detectives appear in court to testify which has its existence legal principle 
theory of law foundation，it matches the requests of Evidentiary Rules，it is the 
modern hearing way as well as the modern lawsuit principle request，conforms 
to the safeguard procedure fair value，it is also with the judicial criterion 
internationally ．This article proves the establishment of detectives to appear in 
court to testify system's legal principle theory of law foundation and the value，
compared with the territory of other countries and the area about this question's 
legislation and the judicial practice，analyzes the barriers what restricted our 
country to construct system which the detectives to appear in court to testify． 
This article constitutes by the introduction， the main text and the 
conclusion．The main text divides into four chapters． 
The first chapter is the legal principle theory of law foundation and the 
value analysis about the detectives' testifies．This chapter mainly elaborated the 
theory basis，to proves related value，and to safeguard the function which 
accuses personal procedural rights and promotes to realize procedure justly． 















detectives appearance in court to testify．This chapter  mainly testifies the 
question legislation and the judicial present situation，and discusses hinders to 
establish this system． 
The third chapter is under the comparison test field of vision's detectives 
appearance in court to testify．This chapter mainly introduces that other 
countries about the stipulation and the judicial practice patterns，to draw out 
profits from the significance for our country． 
The fourth chapter put forwards the idea of the system detectives 
appearance in court to testify．It contains the idea renewal，the legislation 
suggestion and concrete system designing．  
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